df, ec, then every curve of the third degree passing through the seven points A, a,, 6, d, /, c, e will have A for a point of inflexion. It follows from this that any curve of the third degree described through the nine points of inflexion of a cubic will have those points as points of inflexion.
Dr. Salmon has given a geometrical proof of this theorem, and this is the only demonstration I have ever seen. I have, therefore, obtained the following analytical proof, which possesses, I think, considerable beauty. 
( y -lx) (y -ax -b)(y-cx-c') + ey(y-nx-b)(y-mx -e) + (t)x(y(l-n + a) -lax-lb)((l-m + c) 0 ;
differentiating this equation, and putting x = y = 0 to determine the value of -at the origin, we havê
Differentiating again, and putting dfy_ dx2 :0, x = y -0, since the origin is to be a point of inflexion, we shall have- Since two of the tangents are at right angles to each other, we shall have + and let 2m3= p, 2m3m4= ?, 2ffl3ro4ffl5= r, msm^m5m6=s. Then substituting, we have the follow
W e-( i + a ) e^+ ( l-< f iP ) a e+^b -( ! + c ) b j^+ ( l -< j> P ) c b

+ e M -m s 0^l+ e i% -'m 'b e^+ < t> e l(l-n + a )^-+ m O -m + 6 )^. dx* dx
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On certain Geometrical Theorems. From these equations we obtain at once-
fi=a-p. r=f(p -a)-e, .
Hence we have, substituting in (4)-
Also substituting in (3)-
From (7) and (8) Note by W. Spottiswoode, P.R.S.
The second theorem in the foregoing paper follows also as an imme diate consequence of a formula given by Cayley in his " Seventh Memoir on Quantics " ( " Phil. Trans.," 1861, p. 286). If U repre sent the cubic and HU its Hessian, then, as is well known, HU passes through the points of inflexion of U. Also, the function «U -f 6/3HU will represent an arbitrary curve of the third degree passing through the same points; and, on tbe same principle as before, its Hessian will pass through its points of inflexion. Now the formula in question is-H(«U + 6/3HU) = ^(1 ,0 , -24S,n . . )(* ,/rp . U -6 S a(l, 0,-24S,' . )(«, y3)4. HU. This paper is concerned with two kinds of functions of the coeffi cients of Linear Differential Equations, which have certain invariant properties.
In the first part of the paper it is shown that every Linear Differen tial Equation possesses a certain number of functions of the coeffi cients which are unaltered by changing the dependent variable to yu where u is any given function of x, the independent variable. These functions bear remarkable analogies to functions of the differ ences of the roots of ordinary algebraic equations, and many problems, provided they involve only the I'atios of the solutions of the differen tial equation, may be solved in terms of them ; for example, the condition that two solutions y1 and y2 of a linear differential equation of the third order should be connected by the relation y-i=y^x is expressed in terms of two such functions of the coefficients of the equation. This problem is analogous to that of finding the discrimi nant of an algebraic binary cubic.
The second part of the paper is concerning functions of the coeffi cients of Linear Differential Equations which are unaltered by change of the independent variable, and the theory of these functions is applied to the solutions of problems involving only relations among the solutions of the equation without the independent variable.
In this part of the paper it is shown how to form the condition that the three solutions i/j, y2, y3 of a linear differential equation of the third order should be connected by the relation which relation, involving only ratios of the solutions, and not containing the independent variable, can be expressed in terms of either class of the functions of the coefficients considered in the paper; these two methods of writing the condition are accordingly given.
